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Abstract

When a survey of contemporary painting is done, the lack of stylistic unification
is striking. Using an analogy that compares that contemporary moment of painting to the
mannerism that followed the Renaissance, this thesis attempts to define the current terrain
of painting as rejecting the rhetoric of necessity that surrounded modernism and
accepting painting as gratuitous. The plausibility of these claims can be seen in the type
o f work featured in major exhibitions. The potential problems of a period like this—
particularly, a decline into pastiche or cynicism—and how to avoid them can be seen in
painters whose work features self-critical rigour. Defining the current moment in
painting provides a context for what it might mean to develop a painting practice in a
period that that lacks medium-defined goals.
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1

Describing Painting as Gratuitous -o r-N ecessity , Mannerism
and Modernism

In 1939 critic Clement Greenberg began his seminal essay, “Avant Garde and
Kitsch,” by asking the question of how the same culture could produce such disparate
products as a painting by Braque and a Saturday Evening Post cover and call both art.1 A
similar question might be posed today by asking how the same culture could produce the
work of Tomma Abts and Gillian Carnegie and call both painting. When Greenberg
posed his rhetorical question he was implying that one of those products was not worthy
of the distinction o f art. No such claim is being made with my question. Abts and
Carnegie are painters who could easily be seen as working in the highest levels of
contemporary painting. Carnegie was nominated for the Turner prize in 2005 and Abts
won it in 2006. Despite the success of both painters the appearance o f the work is
stylistically different. Asking the question o f how such different styles could co-exist
within a single field has a similar value now as it did for Greenberg—to define, in broad
strokes, the current terrain of a discipline in order to explain the context in which a
specific body of work arises. For Greenberg this was generally defining Socialism and
Capitalism in order to explain the specific importance of the avant-garde.
The purpose of this thesis is to define broadly the terrain of contemporary
painting in order to provide the context for my painting practice. In order to do that I will
use ideas present in Barry Schwabsky’s essay Painting in the Interrogative Mode to
define the current moment of painting as coming to terms with its own gratuitousness. In
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particular I will use his analogy between the current moment compared to modernism and
the mannerist period that followed the Renaissance.
To answer the question of how such variation can exist within a single field, and
to begin to define the current moment of painting, returning to Greenberg’s essay will be
useful. For Greenberg, the stakes for art in the 1930s are deeply tied to the types of
cultural production of two opposing ideologies. One o f these types o f cultural production
is kitsch which Greenberg defines as “ersatz culture” and “the epitome of all that is
spurious in the life o f our times.” 4 After stating his disdain for it, Greenberg ties it to an
ideology by saying, “kitsch is a product of the industrial revolution which urbanized the
masses o f Western Europe and America and established what is called universal
literacy.”5 Kitsch is a product of the growth of capitalism. It is an attempt to provide
cultural products for a class of people with the ability to consume but without the
refinement to handle anything more than stagnant forms of previous movements.
He contrasts this with the avant-garde which he defines as a class of people with
the intelligence to understand historical trends and whose “true and most important
function.. .was.. .to find a path along which it would be possible to keep culture moving
in the midst of ideological confusion and violence.”6 This forward movement is “what
justifies the avant-garde’s methods and makes them necessary.”7 Greenberg ties the
development of the avant-garde to an “emigration from the markets o f capitalism”8 In
this way, he links the avant-garde with a move towards socialism. The main point o f his
essay is to describe how kitsch is encroaching on the terrain that the avant-garde once
typically held—the pocketbooks of society’s most refined individuals. As a result of this
shift, “the survival in the near future of culture in general is thus threatened.”9 Greenberg
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describes what he believes to be the only positive possible outcome of this struggle in the
final sentences of his essay by saying, “Today we no longer look to socialism for a new
culture...Today we look to socialism simply for the preservation of whatever living
culture we have right now.”10
For Greenberg the same culture can produce a painting by Braque and a Saturday
Evening Post cover because the two are products of two different ideologies in the middle
of a cultural tug-of-war. The conflation between the cultural products o f an ideology and
the ideology itself creates the tone o f an imminent threat in Greenberg’s writing. I would
like to characterize this divisive style as a “rhetoric of necessity”. Greenberg is able to
make his case for the adoption of one art form over another by inflating the situation so
drastically that a decision seems immediately required and the consequences of an
incorrect choice or inaction seem devastating. This stirring rhetorical style is one that is
present throughout Greenberg’s career and one that infected the style of other critics.
A version of this rhetoric of necessity can be seen in the writing of critic Michael
Fried. Fried’s claims are not as grand as Greenberg’s. However, the same dire call to
action is present with the consequences for inaction being total. In a 1965 catalogue
essay titled “Three American Painters: Noland, Olitski, Stella” Fried advocates for three
artists who he feels are working in a laudable way. In order to articulate this he plays
with an idea derived from philosopher Stuart Hampshire in the 1952 essay “Logic and
Appreciation.” Fried, quoting Hampshire, says that, “A work of art is gratuitous. It is
not essentially the answer to a question or the solution to a presented problem.”11 For
Hampshire all art is, in a pejorative sense, gratuitous. Fried, however, attempts to
establish a distinction between the modernist painters he is writing about and other
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painters. For Fried, these modernist painters are compelled to take up the self-reflexive
challenge posed by modernism and as such belong to a class of artists who are not
gratuitous.
This sentiment is continued in an Art Forum essay written in 1967 called “Art and
Objecthood,” in which Fried explains what he views as modernism’s central concern. In
this essay, Fried uses words to describe the forces against which art—painting in
particular—struggles. He uses the terms “theatricality” and “objecthood” as key words to
describe what he views as the major obstacles in art. He says that theatricality is a
tendency toward treating art as an object in a situation; creating a space where the viewer
must be self-reflexively aware of the interaction. He says, “Theatre is the common
denominator that binds a large and seemingly disparate variety of activities to one
another, and which distinguishes those activities from the radically different enterprises
of the modernist arts.”12 Fried argues that this tendency is encroaching on art. With
painting in particular, this struggle is manifest as a tension between viewing painting as
an image or as an object.
What is at stake is whether the paintings or objects in question are
experienced as paintings or as objects: and what decides their identity as
painting is their confronting of the demand that they hold as shapes.
Otherwise they are experienced as nothing more than obj ects... modernist
painting has come to find it imperative that it defeat or suspend its own
1 *2
objecthood.
He sets up ominous stakes by describing what art needs to do in order to survive.
According to Fried, art—particularly plastic art forms like painting—are in danger o f
being overtaken by theatricality. For this reason, the painting that Fried describes the
modernists as doing in “Three American Painters: Noland, Olitski, Stella” cannot be
gratuitous. The paintings he describes are entrenched in this struggle. In “Art and
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Objecthood” he says, “the survival of the arts has come increasingly to depend on their
ability to defeat theatre... .It is the overcoming of theatre which the modernist sensibility
finds most exalting and which it experiences as the hallmark of high art in our time.”14
Clearly, Fried believes that the work that the modernist painters did was anything but
gratuitous. In “Art and Objecthood” Fried tries to explain what he views as the major
challenges facing painting.
Despite the fact that “Art and Objecthood” was written two years later, the
painters in “Three American Painters: Noland, Olitski, Stella” are dealing with some of
the problems that Fried outlines, namely the medium of paint as a medium. Noland,
Olitski and Stella are attempting to suspend paintings objecthood and defeat theatre. As
such, at least for Fried, they are not making gratuitous work. With Fried, as with
Hampshire, gratuitousness is something negative. Unlike Hampshire, however, Fried
believes that there is art that is gratuitous and art that is not. The art he is advocating fits
the latter description. For Fried, the consequences of having gratuitous art become a
dominant form are no less than the rise of theatre and the death of meaningful art.
The views and opinions of both Fried and Greenberg have fallen out of favour.
What fifty years has made clear is that the stakes presented by both Greenberg and Fried
were not as high as they seemed and that the connection between art and ideology may
not have been as cleanly linked as their arguments implied. The more nuanced and
inclusive paradigms of an expanded field and a post-medium condition have come to be
more accepted. The fall-out of this slow revelation of the dissolving notion of necessity
is what critic Barry Schawbsky characterizes as painting “coming to terms with its own
gratuitousness.”15 I believe that this coming to terms is the current state of painting.
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The idea o f art as gratuitous is one that comes up in the writing of contemporary
critic Barry Schwabsky and is an integral one for understanding Schwabsky’s
interpretation of the current state of painting in 2002. In a productive paraphrasing of
Hampshire, in the introduction to Vitamin P: New Perspectives on Painting entitled
“Painting in the Interrogative Mode,” Schwabsky stretches the idea of gratuitous art by
adding the important qualifier o f “when”. He says, “Art is gratuitous... w/ze« ‘It is not
essentially the answer to a question or the solution to a presented problem.’”16 The effect
of this slight shift in syntax is a fundamental change in meaning. Where Hampshire’s
statement is declarative and direct, Schwabsky, by way of Fried, is conditional and
dependent. Hampshire is describing the way that art as a category behaves while
Schwabsky is explaining how a type of art can be recognized.
Despite the apparent agreement with Fried, Schwabsky’s description of gratuitous
art is actually more closely aligned with Hampshire. For Schwabsky, unlike Fried, all art
fits this description. Schwabsky agrees with Hampshire when he says that all art is
gratuitous. The difference is that Schwabsky does not see this as a necessarily negative
thing. Instead, he says that “art is not gratuitously gratuitous, but determinedly
gratuitous—finding ways to do something other than solve a problem has indeed become
art’s problem.”

The very issue that Fried identifies and uses to discriminate between art

that is worthy of discussion and art that is not is no longer a concern in contemporary
painting. The problem to be solved has become an unspoken part o f the make-up of the
form. It is no longer the central focus or the driving force of painting. In fact, it might be
said that there is no longer a central focus or driving force that necessarily must be dealt
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with beyond staking out an individually-defined position. In this way, the current state of
painting is “coming to terms with its own gratuitousness.”18
Gratuitous does not mean without consequence. If the current state of painting is
dealing with the decline of necessity and the rise of gratuitousness, there should be
notable effects. Without medium-defining goals or rules, the field becomes, for a time, a
place where anything goes. As Schwabsky puts it,
one can wonder whether today’s painters consider themselves heirs to a
tradition that stretches back to Giotto and the beginning or the Italian
Renaissance or if they feel themselves utterly cut off from all that,
participants in or competitors with a wholly immediate image world that
includes billboards, video games, magazine ads, pornography,
instructional diagrams, television, and an infinite number of other things,
among which the paintings seen in those great entertainment halls, our
museums, play a part not much greater than anything else.19
Under a paradigm without centralized rules or goals everything in a given culture is
equally fair game. One need have no more reverence for a Jules Olitski painting because
it was once a relevant piece of work, anymore than for a steak because it was once a cow.
Here Schwabsky sets up an analogy. He begins by describing the mannerist
period that followed the Renaissance. He says,
In the sixteenth century when the revolution in pictorial representation we
now know as the Renaissance was essentially complete—when a period of
clear progression had played itself out—the newly established formal
cannons immediately began to break down as artists began to seek out the
new techniques’ most extreme and expressive potential.20
Although Schwabsky’s descriptions refer to the Renaissance and the mannerist period
that followed it, the terms could easily be replaced with modernism and the contemporary
moment. The current historical period is to modernism as mannerism was to the
Renaissance. Contemporary painters “manipulate existing historical models into
gratuitous or mannerist variations.”

Schwabsky is describing a trend in painting that
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takes the visual and material aspects of previous moments and twists them to suit
individual ends. This productive borrowing and reshaping is a convincing description of
the current conversation around painting.
It seems important at this point to explain how I intend to use the term
“mannerism”.

Schwabsky’s intentions with the word are unclear. It should be noted

that Schwabsky’s thoughts on gratuitous art and mannerism are only a small part o f the
entire essay in which they appear. As Schwabsky does not provide a complete definition
of what he means by mannerism, some other characterizations will be useful in
generating a working definition.
In John Shearman’s Mannerism: Style and Civilization, some of the etymological
and historical roots o f the term are explained. The somewhat literal definition of the
word relates to the Italian “maniera,’ which roughly translates into “style”. Variants of
this root word can mean different things. For example a positive derivation of the word
existed in Italy in the 1700s in the word “manieros: stylish, in the sense of polished.”22
Conversely, there existed the word “manierato: more negatively intended like our
‘stylized.’”23 The versions of the word that are most related to what Schwabsky writes
about when referring to the period following the Renaissance is the French term
‘manieriste’: “the abusive name for an artist more concerned with technical facility than
anything else”24 and the Italian “manierismo” which was used to refer to a “group of
artists previously stigmatized... with the vice of maniera.”25 With these definitions in
mind, Sherman describes the historical Mannerist period: “The title thus given is derived
from a quality which is singled out, soon after the period in question, as most
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, characteristic of it, and from a quality that is appreciated before and during that period.”

Oft

This is in line with how Schwabsky describes mannerism.
The way that Schwabsky uses mannerism in his analogy—as a general period
comparable to painting’s current historical moment—can be illuminated by looking at a
definition put forth in Mannerism and Maniera by Craig Hugh Smyth. Smyth says,
Apart from the principal modem concept, there is, first, an assortment of
others in which mannerism is seen as a more or less general, recurring
phenomenon. Of these, mannerism as the domination of formulae,
mannerism as the dependence on earlier achievements, mannerism as
elaboration (often for unexpected effects) in which form is not naturally
suited to the subject, mannerism as intensification and stiffening, leading,
nevertheless, to Baroque movement, mannerism as artificiality and
affectation and mannerism as refinement-all fit more or less. But each
on
concerns only an aspect, and none by itself does it justice.
These varied potential characteristics of a Mannerist period are useful when applied to
Schwabsky’s analogy. It is unclear whether or not Schwabsky would agree with Smyth’s
sentiments, but Smyth provides descriptive criteria where Schwabsky does not. For the
sake of my argument I will use Smyth’s description in combination with Schwabsky’s
analogy to help define the current terrain o f painting.
The ultimate goal in defining an interpretation of contemporary painting is to
explain the context in which my material practice exists. Schwabsky’s analogy provides
a starting place for this in describing painting as gratuitous and mannered. The next step
in this process is to establish the plausibility of the claims.
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Establishing the Plausibility o f Painting as Gratuitous - o r - The Whitney
2010 Biennial

Using pieces of Barry Schwabsky’s essay, “Painting in the Interrogative Mode,” I
attempt to define the current moment in painting as a period of artists jettisoning a
rhetoric of necessity and coming to terms with painting’s gratuitousness. I made the
claim that the way that this registers is through the artist’s preoccupation with the styles
of the recent past. Using Schwabsky’s analogy, the current moment has a mannerist-like
preoccupation with modernist tropes.
While Schwabsky’s assertions about the state of contemporary painting make
sense in principle he does not provide many practical examples of artists who could be
considered as working in a mannerist way. In order to establish the plausibility of this
analogy—that the current moment in painting is akin to a mannerist version of
modernism—some other, independent line of evidence must display similar
characteristics. The Whitney 2010 Biennial is an example of this. Although it is not
exclusively a painting show, it features a significant number of painters and the curatorial
statements that accompany it are congruous with Schwabsky’s assertions.
The exhibition, in particular the writing about and around it, also focuses on the
notion of timing. As a biennial—a survey show that is reiterated every two years—the
idea that the terrain of a given field is effected, and in some ways determined, by its
placement relative to historical events seems important. The specific way that recent
history has had an effect on art—in particular painting—is one of the central ideas
featured in the writing about 2010.
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2010 is a showcase of art in America. While the show is always contentious and
it is debatable as to whether or not the show actually represents anything but the position
of a few curators, it is undoubtedly significant. That it generates as much discussion as it
does should be evidence o f this, even if that says nothing of its ability to be fully
representative of current practices in contemporary art. The latest iteration of the
Whitney Biennial broke with some of the institution’s unstated traditions. For example,
it showcased the work of 55 artists—a significant decrease in number from previous
years. The 2008 iteration featured 81.28 The one before that, in 2006, featured 9829 and
in 2004 the number of artists featured was almost double 2010 with 108.30 Of the 55
artists in 2010 nearly a third at, 32%, are painters.

This is a significant portion

compared to previous years. Of the 81 artists in the 2008 iteration of the Biennial only 5
showed paintings—-just over 6%.
The show’s co-curators Francessco Bonami and Gary Carrion-Murayari explain
some of the currents in art production that they were attempting to tap into with their
selections for the show in the introduction to the catalogue titled, The Fence and the
Bridge, or Regeneration Through Art. They begin the introduction by explaining the
show’s title, and in a roundabout way describing why shows of this nature are important
to understanding the landscape of art at a particular moment. They say, “Exhibitions,
biennials more so than others, are defined by their time frame, which is why we gave this
year’s Whitney Biennial the simple and indisputable title 2010.” 33 The significance of
this is in the emphasis on time and on a particular moment in history. They go on to
make the claim that while curators have an effect, it is actually time that defines the
theme and perspective of a given show. “History changes our perspective on art. If the
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curators of the 1993 Biennial were called to curate the 2006 Biennial they would have
shaped a completely different exhibition than the one they curated thirteen years before.”
34 This emphasis on the relationship between an historical moment and the kind of work
being produced is significant in that it echoes Schwabsky’s sentiments. Similarly, it
highlights the importance of defining the contemporary moment in order to understand
how to proceed practically with production.
Bonami’s and Carrion-Murayari’s statements could be seen as a summary for
what a biennial should ideally accomplish. In some ways 2010 is a meta-biennial.
Running before, concurrent to, and after the biennial proper was a show called Collecting
Biennials. This exhibition, also curated by Bonami and Carrion-Murayari, showcased
work featured in previous biennials from the proceeding 76 years.

In an appendix to

both shows Bonami and Carrion-Murayari say “Biennials, this year’s included, are
always imperfect mirrors of their time, reflecting a subjective interpretation of American
art at any given moment, and the meaning and impressions of each Biennial and Annual
are subsequently transformed by those that follow it.”36 Collecting Biennials is a way of
displaying the long term legacy that the show has had on art in America while also
emphasizing the particular nature of each iteration. The two shows together throw into
relief the point that the potential effect of a biennial is to provide a snapshot, through art,
o f a social, political and cultural atmosphere that is specific to that moment.
By not giving the show a subtitle Bonami and Carrion-Murayari highlight the
unique temporal quality o f the period that the show is a proxy for. The way that they
choose to characterize the atmosphere of 2010 in relation to art—in particular in relation
to painting—is expressed in the following statement:

s
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The year 2010 marks a time when art seems to have gone back to certain
basic aesthetic rules or what could be called a kind of self modernity or
personal modernism—the need to rediscover the experimental nature of the
artistic endeavor and politics within the self in order to understand our role
in a larger social and cultural transformation.37
The ideas expressed in these statements are congruent with Schwabsky’s
description of painting’s current trajectory. The same sentiment that Schwabsky
describes involving artists returning to forms of the past but repurposing them to suit
individual ends seems to be at play in the observations expressed by the 2010 curators.
In the previous chapter Craig Hugh Smyth and some of his descriptions of the ways
mannerism can be recognized were used to demonstrate how Schwabsky’s analogy about
the current moment in painting might make sense. An even greater relationship can be
seen between the idea of mannerism and the contemporary painters in 2010 when some
o f the same definitions are invoked again.
For example, Chicago-based artist Jim Lutes describes his paintings as his “own
private postmodernism.”39 His paintings, which feature elements of both abstraction and
representation, “allowed him to address more directly what he regards as the central
problem in painting, getting image and paint to talk to one another.”40 This goal, which
sounds personally-defined and which emerges out o f a process that takes certain
modernist conventions as its starting point, lines up with Schwabsky’s limited description
of a mannerist approach to painting.41 Further, the description of Lute’s process in the
catalogue concretizes a part of Smyth’s definition of Mannerism. “In this constant
blurring and collapsing of present and past, abstraction and representation, personal
history and art history, Lutes claims a space for himself.”42 This description of the work
illustrates the kind of mannerism that Smyth describes as “mannerism as the dependence
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on earlier achievements ”43 The kind of painting that Lutes arrives at is one that is
dependent on modernist abstraction but which moves the form into a personal direction to
suit individually-prescribed goals.

Figure 1

15

Similarly, Maureen Gallace’s realist paintings of houses fit with aspects of
Smyth’s definition of mannerism. Her work might fit into the categories of “mannerism
as the domination of formulae” or “mannerism as refinement .”44 Gallace’s body of work
is connected to a particular modernist history as it “bears a strong relationship to early
American modernist painting, particularly the evocations of small-town isolation by
Edward Hopper and the abstracted seascapes of Milton Avery, with their flat expanses of
color.”45 However, unlike Lutes, her paintings do not attempt to radically depart from the
established formulae. Instead, her paintings seek to refine a style into “technically
sophisticated, poetic, and ethereal paintings.”46

Figure 2
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Another painter in 2010 whose work could be seen as both fitting in with
Schwabsky’s idea of a mannerist period as well as under certain terms of Smyth’s
provisional definition is Sarah Crowner. Her work is not strictly painting in a traditional
sense but it takes on the appearance of painting, engages with abstract painting traditions
and uses paint. The paintings are made of pieces of fabric which have been painted and
sewn together into hard edge geometric patterns. “The geometric compositions and
unmodulated passages of color evoke Hard Edge paintings of the 1950s and 1960s, and in
some cases Crowner appropriates specific compositions of that era as ‘templates.’”47
Crowner’s work might best be described in Smyth’s terms as, “mannerism as the
dependence on earlier achievements” and “mannerism as intensification and stiffening.”48
By using the form of modernist abstraction combined with a subversive material gesture
Crowner creates images dependent on the recent past that also succeed in generating a
different meaning. “‘The hard-edges are now sewn,’ Crowner writes, ‘exposing the stitch
o f the thread.’ The act of sewing, with connotations of domestic labor, deflates high
Modernism’s rhetoric of transcendent opticality by evoking that tactility of the quilt.” 49
Crowner’s paintings use the appearance o f a previous movement to critique underlying
sentiments of that period. “By using new materials to reconstitute the artistic legacies she
describes as the ‘ghosts o f art history,’ Crowner foregrounds the aesthetic heterogeneity
latent within abstract paintings of the 1950s.”50 Clearly, Crowner’s work fits with
Schwabsky’s analogy o f the current moment in painting as a kind o f mannerism
regarding modernism.
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Figure 3
Scott Short—another Whitney painter—generates his paintings through a specific
process involving technology and meticulous reproduction. Using blank paper that has
been repeatedly photocopied until a tonal composition emerges, Short projects and
faithfully reproduces the resulting image. The effect is a large scale painting that appears
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to lack content. “Stripped o f the knowledge of his process, the viewer might liken
Short’s paintings to those of 1950’s Abstract Expressionists such as Jackson Pollock or
Robert Motherwell.”51 While it is unclear as to whether or not Short is actively engaging
with this particular modernist history—as the ultimate effect may be an artifact of a way
of working—his approach serves to invert the process of the painters mentioned and yield
significant results. The Whitney curators may over-state it: “by shunning the emotive
quality o f the autonomous artist and leaving the creation of generation to a machine, he
reinvents traditional painterly practice.”52 However, Short’s practice may be seen as
relating to Smyth’s formulation of “mannerism as the dependence on earlier
achievements” or “mannerism as elaboration (often for unexpected effects) in which form
is not naturally suited to the subject.”53

Figure 4
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Short, like Crowner, Gallace and Lutes is painting in a way that uses the forms of
modernism—to varying degrees of recognizability—but adapts and contorts them to suit
individually-defined ends. These painters fit Schwabsky’s description of the painter who
must come to terms with art’s gratuitousness and stake out a position.54 Their work does
not have large-scale implications or consequences as their impetus and lacks the urgent
rhetoric of modernist paintings. These painters and their inclusion in 2010 provide
plausibility for the possibility that the current historical moment in painting is comparable
to a mannerist version of modernism.
In Chapter One I explained Barry Schwabsky’s analogy comparing the
contemporary moment in painting and its position after modernism to the mannerist
period that followed the Renaissance. I also described what I view to be the cause of
this—a dissolving dependence on a rhetoric of necessity and the acceptance of painting
as gratuitous. Bonami and Carrion-Murayari in both their writing about 2010 and their
selection of painters appear to agree with Schwabsky about the effect in question.
However, they provide a slightly different interpretation of the cause. They explicitly tie
the shift in painting to a shift in the political atmosphere in America.
This can be seen on the cover for the show’s catalogue which features a picture of
American President Barack Obama standing amongst a group of people— seemingly
supporters. He is wearing a Stetson, a jacket and a shirt with the top button undone. In
his right hand is a Sharpie.55 In an appendix that goes unexplained—although one might
guess that Bonami and Carrion-Murayari are returning to the first paragraph of their
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introduction and providing their curatorial vision of a previous Biennial—a series of
covers done in a style similar to the cover for 2010 are displayed.56

Wbttnry Birnwut

Figure 5
The cover for 2000 features an image of former president George W. Bush
looking at a portrait of himself. In both instances he is wearing a suit and tie with an
American flag lapel pin. Both versions also feature the same aloof smile of his face.57
The image, taken by Saul Loeb, which incidentally was taken in 200858—Bush did not
take office until January o f 2001,59 eight months after the 2000 Biennial60—is juxtaposed
with an image of the Whitney itself.61 Similarly, the 1990 cover features a 1998 photo
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taken by Bob McNeely.62 In the photo former US president Bill Clinton plays saxophone
at Novoya Ogarova Dacha, Russia while Russian Prime Minister Boris Yeltsin watches
and smiles 63 Clinton did not take office until 1993.64
Whitney Biennial

Figure 6
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Figure 7
The 1980 cover features former US President Ronald Regan pointing to a graph
outlining an economic model in simple graphic form 65 These covers continue into 1930.
A president from each decade is shown in each cover.
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With these covers the curators seem to be saying that the atmosphere of a given decade is
defined, or at least recognizable, in terms of the country’s political mood. A semiotic
reading of these images might suggest that the presidents of these various decades are
emblems for the general sentiments of the people in those generations. In the curatorial
statement for the show Bonami and Carrion-Murayari have specific things to say about
the image of Obama on their catalogue’s cover and the American political climate:
During the last two years the United States went through a huge
atmospheric shift. After a period of political resistance came a kind of
ecstasy... With the election of Barack Obama, the clouds broke and the
rain of renewal poured over the entire country. The presence of a
reassuring and inspiring political figure allowed people to focus on their
intimate concerns again. Traditional forms of protest and resistance were
no longer needed as in the years before when it felt like the United States
was losing its moral direction.66
This written statement articulates what the curators view as the effect of President
Obama—who is described as “the coolest artist of all”67—on America’s general mood.
This general mood is described as care-free compared to the mood of the previous
political regime. Bonami and Carrion-Murayari describe an atmosphere where attention
can be refocused away from large-scale issues of concern—like morality at a national
level—on to personally-defined and introspective questions. This is compatible with how
I have articulated the current state of painting as abandoning sweeping concerns with
supposedly all-encompassing consequences in favour of more local and gratuitous
questions.
The difference between what Bonami and Carrion-Murayari describe and what I
have tried to establish so far with Schwabsky is that for Bonami and Carrion-Murayari
there is a clear cause for the current state of art—the election of Barrack Obama. I view
this to be somewhat reductive as much of the work in 2010 was generated before
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Obama’s election. If their statement were entirely true it would also negate the
possibility of a connection between what they are describing and what Schwabsky says in
Vitamin P as Schwabsky’s essay was written half a decade before Obama was elected. It
makes sense, to a degree, that Schwabsky’s observations are not completely congruous
with Bonami’s and Carrion-Murayari’s. Schwabsky is writing from the perspective of a
critic trying to survey the field of painting. Bonami and Carrion-Murayari are curators
trying to sum up more than a single medium at a moment in time. Their interpretations
may not be entirely compatible but regardless of the specific cause that they identify, they
both describe a mannerist atmosphere.
By looking at 2010 as well as the show Collecting Biennials and the catalogue
accompanying them, I have tried to establish the plausibility for Schwabsky’s analogy of
the current historical moment being comparable with a mannerist version of modernism
in painting.

At the beginning of the first chapter I posed the question of how two

painters whose work is so visibly different as Tomma Abts and Gillian Carnegie could be
working in the same field at the same time and both be considered successful. A suitable
answer for this is in the curatorial statement of 2010 and in Schwabsky’s writing. If it is
true that the current moment in painting is coming to terms with its gratuitousness then it
is possible to have a number of visual styles within a single medium and considered all of
them as valid. However, gratuitous does not mean without impact. The practical
implications and potential conceptual consequences of treating painting as gratuitous is
the subject of the next chapter.
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The Consequences of Treating Painting as Gratuitous - or Overcoming Pastiche and Cynicism in the work of Tomma Abts
and Gillian Carnegie

So far, this discussion has focused mainly on a description of the current state of
painting and not on what that state implies about the practice of painting. In John
Shearman’s explanation of the possible roots of the term “mannerism”—which was
discussed in chapter one— it is clear that the etymology of the word has at least as many
negative connotations as positive.

There are two potential problems with a mannerist

phase that I would like to identify as significant. These problems—which I will refer to
as pastiche and cynicism—are the subject of this chapter. In order to articulate these
points it is be useful to return to Greenberg’s “Avant-Garde and Kitsch.”
Despite Greenberg’s rhetorical style and overstating of the connection between
cultural products and ideologies, he does touch on ideas about reusing the forms of an
established era in mannered ways. He sees this as expressly negative. Kitsch and its
conceptual cousin academicism—which Greenberg refers specifically to as
Alexandrianism—share striking similarities to the mannerism that has been discussed so
far in this thesis. Greenberg articulates some of the reasons why a mannerist phase is not
a positive state.
Greenberg discusses what I view to be the first potential problem of a mannerist
period when he speaks about Alexandrianism. He describes it as,
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an academicism in which the really important issues are left untouched
because they involve controversy, and in which creative activity dwindles
to virtuosity in small details of form, all larger questions being decided by
precedent of the old masters. The same themes are mechanically varied in
a hundred different works, and yet nothing new is produced.69
He is describing art that lacks substance and which trades on the recognizability and
value of previous and more substantive work. I would like to take Greenberg’s
description of Alexandrianism and use it to describe how I will define pastiche.

As a

potential pitfall of a mannerist phase pastiche is a way of working that takes the forms of
previous eras without criticism or any discemable reason other than to make work that
looks a certain way.
Greenberg, in describing kitsch, outlines the second potential problem that is
relevant to speaking about mannerism more broadly. He says,
It borrows from... devices, tricks, stratagems, rules of thumb, themes,
converts them into a system, and discards the rest. It draws its life blood,
so to speak, from this reservoir of accumulated experience. This is what is
really meant when it is said that the popular art and literature of today
were once the daring, esoteric art and literature of yesterday. Of course no
such thing is true. What is meant is that when enough time has elapsed the
new is looted for new “twists,” which are then watered down and served
up as kitsch.70

The first thing of note is how similar Greenberg’s description of how kitsch operates—as
something that borrows from the past— is to Schwabsky and Bonami and CarrionMurayari’s description of the current moment in painting. The second important piece of
information here is how decidedly critical Greenberg is in his explanation. He is
describing work that borrows, without concern for the specific meaning of the source. It
takes from previously established periods in order to trade on co-opted effect. I would
like to call this attitude cynicism. The way that I will be using cynicism is to describe a
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way of working in which style is treated as one choice among many completely
interchangeable options. Though it is a slippery slope argument cynicism in painting
encourages the dichotomy between content and form that veers close to hollow design
that seems to deny the possibility of meaning. Of the two potential problems that I have
outlined, this is the more insidious and difficult to identify as it often hides in the guise of
questioning or critiquing. Moreover, it implies an understanding of an artist’s intentions
that is difficult to prove.
The two potential problems of mannerism that I have singled out—cynicism and
pastiche—are similar and are not mutually exclusive. The reason why I am
characterizing them as problems is the same and is touched on by Greenberg when he
compares Alexandrianism and the avant-garde. He says, “The avant-garde moves, while
Alexandrianism stands still. And this precisely is what justifies the avant-garde’s
methods and makes them necessary.”71 Here, Greenberg’s rhetoric of necessity is present
again. However, there is something salvageable about this idea that is not tied to cultural
growth or the threat of societal decay. Greenberg’s statement is a comparison between
progress and stagnation. These same sentiments can be applied to a smaller scale. Just as
Schwabsky suggests that the current terrain of painting is one where the large-scale
questions of modernism need to be redefined as smaller-scale ones,

it is possible to

suggest that the idea of progress and stagnation can be redefined at the level of a painting
practice.
To be clear, if the current moment is to be treated as coming to terms with
painting’s gratuitousness and this happens when artists select individually-defined goals,
then pastiche and cynicism are not necessarily negative. In fact, depending on how one
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defines their goals, it could be argued that no way of working is necessarily negative.
What exists in pastiche and cynicism, however, is a tendency towards stagnation. The
stagnation that I am suggesting is not at a cultural or societal level. Rather, it is from the
point of view of an individual practitioner who has the goal of building a body of work. I
am singling out pastiche and cynicism as they are an obstacle in terms of production.
They tend to lead to a way of working that I find undesirable for reasons that will be
expanded on in the next chapter.
The central concern of this thesis is defining the contemporary moment in
painting in order to establish the context in which my practice exists. If the current
moment in painting is mannerist then to engage with the discourse one must be
mannerist. If the pitfalls discussed so far in this chapter are potential effects of
mannerism, then the initial concern must be revised to ask how one proceeds with the
practice of painting in a way that is contemporary but not stagnant. Or, how does one
treat painting as gratuitous without slipping into cynicism or pastiche?
While the concerns that Greenberg expresses have the potential to be true of a
mannerist phase they are not necessarily true. Using contemporary painters Tomma Abts
and Gillian Carnegie, as well as some of the criticism surrounding their work, I will show
how two of the possible dangers inherent in treating painting as gratuitous—pastiche and
cynicism—can be avoided.
Critic Jan Verwoert’s essay Why are Conceptual Artist Painting Again? Because
They Think I t ’s a Good Idea compares and reconciles several other view points on the
topic of painting in an environment after conceptualism. He goes further than this,
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however, and using the writing of Yve-Alain Bois he proposes a model for thinking about
painting that seems to resolve some prevailing contradictory ideas and help define what it
might mean to avoid pastiche.
He opens the essay by posing a series of questions in order to set up the principal
problem in discussing painting on its own in the current climate of contemporary art.
This problem is the tension between a post-medium condition and the fact that painting
still exists and continues to be practiced and written about.

This tension can be

summed up by saying that, in one interpretation of the progression of art, after
conceptualism an historical Rubicon was crossed that denied the primacy of any
individual medium from ever re-remerging. In this formulation the only value that a
single medium has is in its strategic value. Painting is just one tool among many to
achieve an artwork’s supposed true raison d’etre—the conceptual gesture.74 In order to
reconcile this tension Verwoert introduces a situative strategic model proposed by critic
Yve-Alain Bois in his book Painting as Model.
This strategic model takes the position that painting is intrinsically conceptual.
This version of conceptuality exists as a gesture within a network of historical and
cultural references. It is also not by necessity conceptual but rather it has the potential of
being conceptual. As Verwoert describes, “In Bois's view, in order for the conceptual
potential to be activated, a painting must produce its own justification by means of
continuous formal self-scrutiny and the creation of contextual relations.”75 Verwoert
summarizes his stance on the potential for conceptually potent painting with a quote from
Hubert Damisch. He says,
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It is not enough, in order for there to be painting, that the painter take up
his brushes again,' Damisch tells us: it is still necessary that it be worth the
effort, it is still necessary that [the painter] succeed in demonstrating to us
that painting is something we positively cannot do without, that it is
indispensable to us, and that it would be madness - worse still, a historical
error - to let it lie fallow today.76
What Verwoert is saying is that each painting must prove that it should exist. That
painting ought to exist as a category of art should not be a given. This sentiment is
congruous with the abandonment of the rhetoric of necessity and the acceptance of
painting’s gratuitousness. This is as close to a conclusion as Verwoert gets in this essay.
The point seems to be that painting remains relevant despite conceptualism because paint
has the potential, as a material, to be conceptual. The potential for paint itself to be a
conceptual material would be one way of avoiding the problem of pastiche. If handled
the right way, imbuing a painting, regardless of its stylistic references, with conceptual
rigour would eliminate the danger of hollow pastiche. What this would mean practically
is left vague in Verwoert’s essay.
However, in the 2005 essay Emergence: On the Painting ofTomma Abts, without
explicitly linking all of these ideas together, Verwoert outlines what it might mean to
treat paint as a conceptual medium. He defines emergence in multiple ways using the
specific definitions of different disciplines to nuance the meaning of the word. He writes
that “emergence” can be taken from its etymological roots to mean the moment where a
decision is made to create something that did not exist before; “A process by which
something comes into existence because something decides, or something is decided that
was previously undecided but demanded a decision.”77 “Emergence” can also be taken in
the scientific sense to mean the growth of something new out of its composite parts that
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could not be predicted from those parts but which is nonetheless logical.78 For Verwoert,
these descriptions of the concept of emergence are analogous to the process of painting.
Although he does not outright say it, this may be what he means then he refers to
paint as a conceptual material—that paint itself and its handling have the potential to
point to larger conceptual ideas.

Figure 9
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Figure 10
Verwoert points to Abts’s paintings as having all of the qualities outlined above.80
Abts’s paintings which are built up layers of acrylic and oil in geometric patterns are not
predetermined. In the final product negative space and positive space become confused
as the various layers of paint redefine the composition. Hints of the process exist in the
ridges created by the application of multiple layers of opaque paint. The final image
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seems logically ordered but is not predictable based on the individual qualities of the
various layers.
Abts’s work could be seen as having a mannerist quality—at least in appearance.
However, the way that it arrives at that look is not arbitrary. The look of her paintings is
not chosen to make a point or evoke associations to a previous period. Their look
emerges through a process that points to larger concepts. Abts’s paintings deal with one
of the potential problems with treating the current moment as a mannerist version of
modernism. She avoids pastiche by having her work not be derivative of an effect
generated by aesthetic style or reference.
Another painter whose work might be considered a mannered version of certain
modernist tropes is British painter Gillian Carnegie. Like Abts, Carnegie avoids one of
the mannerist pitfalls outlined in this chapter. Her work tends to feature set subjects. For
example, one set of paintings like Section, 2006 feature a single tree painted in a planar,
realist style. Another set, like Silvia, 2002, feature a rear-view of a prone woman. Yet
another set features seemingly abstract fields of colour like Yellow Wall, 2006. The
amount of movement between subjects and even between abstraction and representation
places her within the definition of mannerism that has been outlined so far. It also puts
her in danger of cynicism. Perhaps because of this, her work is sometimes confusing. A
fact outlined in Barry Schwabsky’s essay called “Critics vs. Gillian Carnegie” from the
Autumn/Winter 2007 edition of Afterall.
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Figure 11

Figure 12
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Figure 13
In this essay Schwabsky goes into detail about why he thinks Carnegie’s work is
worthy of praise. He begins by describing the confusion her work was met with at a
conference roundtable discussion with critics and curators. He says that one of the issues
that is immediately apparent is that it is hard to figure out if her work is “old.”81 This
quality to her work is due in part to the rather traditional and conventional appearance of
the paintings. One critic present at this conference described her work as “Nihilism
without repetition.”

This description is a reaction to the varied subject matter and
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approaches present in the work and is in line with one of the potential problems of
mannerism. Some of Carnegie’s work is, as critic David Cohen points out, reminiscent
of “the subdued realism of the Euston Road School—the pre-war band of aesthetically
conservative but politically progressive painters whose best-known member was
probably William Coldstream.”

Other pieces seem to take “models ranging from early

Mondrian to William Nicholson.”84 In this way, Carnegie’s work might be seen as
•

deficient in allegiance or as Schwabsky puts it, “bespeaking a lack of commitment.”

oc

It is a short, logical step from a mannerist period to a body of work that is little
more than ironic or cynical. Roberta Smith’s reaction to Carnegie’s work sums up this
potential problem. Of Carnegie’s work she says, “I basically end up feeling sort of toyed
with.”86 But Schwabsky reframes what might be called cynicism as skepticism. He
points out that despite Cohen’s description of the work as “Nihilism without repetition,”

07

the paintings are remarkably consistent in their handling of paint and regardless of
disparate subject matter, the study of them is rigorous. Schwabsky’s assertion is that
Carnegie is making analytical paintings that are using the styles of previous eras but
applying those styles in a critical way.

Schwabsky ultimately rationalizes his fellow

critics’ confusion as being tempered by the idea that there must be a conceptual twist to
something so austere. Schwabsky believes that this reaction comes from “four decades of
pop art and postmodernism [which have] made it difficult for us to see an artist’s possibly
awkward or perverse stylistic choices as anything but a game with the public’s
expectations.”

Carnegie’s work exists within the same mannerist period that has been

outlined so far but also avoids one of the potential problems of such a period. Her work
veers close to cynicism. But, her consistency and the self-analysis that Schwabsky
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identifies in her paintings are enough to place her practice more in the realm of
skepticism than cynicism. In this chapter I have outlined some of the implications of
thinking about the contemporary moment in painting as a mannerist version of
modernism and as coming to terms with painting’s gratuitousness. Tomma Abts and
Gillian Carnegie are two painters who show that it is possible to avoid these potential
problems while still existing within the broadest sense of a mannerist phase. Both
painters have practices that use the forms of a previous era in individually-defined ways
but are not merely derivative of those forms. Using the evidence compiled in this thesis,
the next, and final, chapter will focus on my practice and trying to place it in the context
of contemporary painting.
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Treating Painting as Gratuitous -o r- My Painting Practice

The goal of this written thesis is to place my material practice in the context of
contemporary painting. In order to do this a definition of the current moment has been
put forth that is useful in understanding how work as varied as the paintings in 2010 can
occupy the same discipline. The current moment in contemporary painting is akin to a
mannerist version of modernism. Using Barry Schwabsky’s characterization of painting
as gratuitous it becomes clear that the condition of contemporary painting is altering the
high stakes that existed in the rhetoric surrounding modernism and re-defining questions
or goals in individual ways. The effect of this condition is work that tends to have the
look or use the style of previous eras.
2010 shows how these ideas of gratuitousness and mannerism resonate in
contemporary and large scale exhibitions. Despite being seemingly embraced by major
institutions, the notion of a mannerist phase is not without problems. I have identified
two problems as cynicism and pastiche which in terms of practice have the potential to be
stagnant. However, these problems are not necessary conditions of a mannerist phase
and painters Tomma Abts and Gillian Carnegie are evidence of this. Their bodies of
work support the idea that it is possible to fit into the general mannered theme of the
current moment by borrowing from the past while, at the same time, not being derivative
of it. The positioning of my material practice as something that fits into the context of
contemporary painting is the subject of this final chapter.
There are three series of my own work that will be discussed here. For ease of
identification they will be called, the large-scale paintings, the models and the small-scale
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paintings. For each series three things will be identified: the influences and rationale
behind their aesthetic style; the process involved in their making; and how they avoid (or
fall into) some of the pitfalls o f mannerism.
The large-scale paintings are a series of acrylic on stretched canvas with work
ranging in size from 4’x3.5’ to 10’x8\ The subject matter of these paintings is a model
constructed out of cardboard and painted white. No photography is used. The model is
of my apartment living room and looks like a diorama. Nothing in the model is fastened
and every piece is movable and changeable.

Figure 14
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Figure 15
This project is the earliest of the three and features the most inconsistencies. For
this project the artists who were the greatest influence were Edward Hopper and Richard
Diebenkom. The way that Hopper spoke and wrote about his paintings is surprising
given their appearance. His paintings appear to be filled with psychological tension and
narrative. However, he seemed to shy away from this interpretation of his work and deny
any direct psychological intentions. This is evidenced in an anecdote from Gail Levin’s
The Complete Oil Paintings o f Edward Hopper. At an exhibition Hopper’s wife tried to
describe a figure in one of his paintings as, “a woman looking out to see if the weather’s
good enough to hang out her wash.”90 To this Hopper responded “Did I say that? You’re
making it Norman Rockwell. From my point of view she’s just looking out the window.”
91 Perhaps it was a strategic position he wanted to take to contrast himself against more
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populist work, but for Hopper, the formal qualities of his paintings were at least as
important as the narrative being depicted.
Richard Diebenkom seems to take up some of the same ideas in his work. He
often spoke about how much of an influence Hopper was on his paintings: “I embraced
Hopper completely... It was his use of light and shade and the atmosphere...It was the
kind of work that just seemed made for me. I looked at it and it was mine."

Hopper’s

influence is clear in Diebenkom’s earliest representational work. The middle period of
his career strayed almost completely from representation and focused instead on thicklyapplied, vibrantly coloured, geometric shapes. In his later work, however, when other
influences like Matisse appear, his work takes on a more representational look while
maintaining the abstraction of the middle of his career. Hopper’s influence is again
noticeable in Diebenkom’s later paintings. These paintings have the same potential for
psychological and narrative tension that Hopper’s paintings have. However, they arrive
at this tension in a way that is not as strict about its representational accuracy as Hopper’s
paintings. Further, they achieve this while engaging with the flat surface of the picture
plane in a way that Hopper’s paintings only hinted at. In this way, Diebenkom is
continuing along a similar trajectory as Hopper.
This is the trajectory that the large-scale paintings attempt to engage with. My
interpretation of the thread linking Hopper and Diebenkom at the time of this project’s
inception was an attempt to minimize the direct importance of subject matter in
representational painting in favour of heightening an affective response to the finished
product.

With this in mind a subject matter was selected that could be empty enough to

facilitate any material or formal play. Photography was not used because of its over
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determining potential in the decision making process of turning a three-dimensional
object into a two-dimensional image.
The process involved in making the large-scale paintings begins by arranging the
elements in the model in a way that has the potential for a composition that will allow for
formal play. The actual painting involves standing in front of the model of my living
room and using, at first, exaggerated colours and loose brush strokes to lay out the rough
placement of objects in relation to one another. In subsequent layers, while still looking
at the model, an attempt is made to refine accuracy both in terms of colour and structure.
At a certain point—usually before all of the initial exaggerated colour from the
underpainting has been obliterated by subsequent layers, but after the structure of the
image is set—the model stops being a direct source. The focus shifts onto the painting as
an image. Subsequent decisions revolve around the internal logic of the image as it exists
and not as much on the model as a source. The goal with these paintings is to make
images that straddle the recognizable and familiar qualities of representation and the
potentially more affective qualities of formal abstraction.
There are mannerist traits to this series. It fits in with the current phase of
painting that has been outlined in this thesis. However, it falls victim to one of the
potential snares of mannerism. It is cynical in its execution. The goal of working in
between representation and abstraction is, by itself, too vague to be meaningful. Almost
all paintings could fit this description depending on how one chooses to define the terms.
The active search for a lack of subject matter compounds the problem by not providing
any criteria with which to make decisions. It might even be said that this series is an
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enactment of conceptual indecision and the empty outcome of treating all choices as
equally valid and interchangeable.
Some elements of the process involved in the large-scale paintings were of use in
developing the other two series. In painting from life and not a photograph the difficulty
of the process of clearly articulating what one is looking at is made apparent. The
difficulty comes out of the small shifts in vantage point that are created from having to
move in order to map out the subject. This is exacerbated when the subject is much
smaller than the image being made. The smallest shift in the observer’s point of view can
radically change the relative position of a given object to the others. A kind of dance
happens between the observer and the subject as estimation, recalibration and
compromise become necessary. This effect—a combination of movement and
observation—is the starting point for the second series—the models.
The models are technically not paintings. There is no paint involved in their
making. However, they engage with similar ideas as the other series and fit with the
descriptions of painting’s current phase written about in this thesis. The models are made
of folded white paper and glue. They are roughly between 8”x l0 ” and 12”x l6 ”. They
depict spaces in shallow relief using a form of forced perspective. The work to which
they bear visual similarities fit more explicitly in the realm of sculpture. Cubist sculpture
and Kurt Schwitters’s Merz—the images of the Merzbau in particular—look similar to
these models. Cubism’s concern with movement and perception is present in the models.
Schwitters’s precarious yet structured spaces inform certain vantage points of the models.
The conceptual goal of this project is to act as a metaphor for perception. The models
are representational and are meant to operate, from a certain vantage point, as images.
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They are derived from photographs. The photographs tend to be of spaces that feature
overlapping objects that obscure the observer’s view. An illusion of space is created by
folding paper that has been measured and adjusted from a photograph using an artificial
form of perspective. The objects in the space are made to look as illusionistically
convincing as possible. Everything in the image is made to cohere from a single vantage
point. In this way, these models differ from cubist sculpture. However, the models are
not framed and the integrity of the illusion dissipates as the viewer changes his vantage
point. The support structures that hold up the façade are not hidden in any way and serve
to show the logic of the illusion and to disrupt the image. The models attempt to mimic
the act of perception by presenting an image with a slippery, but coherent point of view.
The models, although not technically paintings, also feature material exploration
that is similar to the large-scale paintings. In the large-scale paintings this exploration
was arbitrary and frivolous, however in the models this investigation is linked with
enhancing an explicit goal. For example, the relationship between the façades and the
support structures is as important to the models as an underpainting is to the final image
of a painting. The supports are not arbitrary or purely functional. The particular shape
and placement of one of the structures has profound effects on the image created by the
façade even though it is not directly seen. Even though the models are clearly white,
there are subtle shifts in colour temperature. These shifts are created by the amount of
reflection that various faces of paper create on one another. The angle at which a support
reflects light onto the façade has an effect on the temperature of the image which effects
the illusion of depth. The way that the façade and the structures interact has an effect on
how convincing the illusion is.
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Similarly, despite the fact that there is only one kind of paper used throughout the
models there is a range of surface qualities and textures available that is akin to mark
making in painting. A curved form, for instance, can be made in a variety of ways: it
may be scored and then rolled; it may be made from several smaller pieces that are glued
together and sanded down; it may be wet and then shaped. These are only three options
and each has specific effects that imply a different kind of surface. These different
surface qualities also interact with one another in a similar fashion to how different kinds
of marks in a painting become compositional elements. By adjusting the surface quality
of the models in subtle ways, both the illusionistic quality and its compositional interest
are enhanced.
Despite the fact that the models are not paintings, they fit with the kind of work
that has been discussed in this thesis. They are similar in appearance to previously
established forms and rework those forms to suit individually-defined goals. These goals
feature material decisions that are conceptually consistent and point to the possibility of
further development.
The models came out of observations made in the process of painting from a
direct source. In particular, the difficulty of looking at something and accurately
recreating it led to a desire to represent that frustration. The act of observing itself is
what inspired the third series which I refer to as the small scale paintings. In the largescale paintings, direct observation is used as a starting point. However with the smallscale paintings observation is the only part of the process.
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Figure 18

Figure 19
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The painters whose work is the greatest influence on this series are Giorgio
Morandi, William Coldstream, Antonio Lopez Garcia, and Euan Uglow. These painters
are all working within realism and all work from direct observation. The rigour with
which these artists approach their subjects is something that this series strives for. The
material sophistication of these painters is not something that is as yet present in this
series, but the decision to be as objective and even-handed as possible in representing the
subjects is there. Morandi’s influence is seen more in the choice of objects over figures
in terms of subject matter. Although the other artists paint objects as well, the series is
closer to still life than figure painting. Morandi’s choice in subject matter—often bottles
and bowls—as rather insignificant pieces of everyday life is in line with the subject
matter in this series—arrangements of objects in my studio and apartment.
The subject matter of my immediate space recurs in all three series. In the largescale paintings the subject of my apartment living room is mediated as a model. In the
small-scale paintings all mediation is abandoned. The small scale-paintings, which
range in size from 12”x l6 ” to 24”x36”, are acrylic on paper. These paintings are planned
out in advance with sketches that form the base of the painting. The process behind the
small-scale paintings is similar to the process for the large-scale paintings—beginning
with loose approximations that are later refined. However, in the small-scale, the process
of refinement is more rigourous and concerned with accuracy. It also begins earlier in the
lifespan of the painting and remains the primary focus throughout.
The attempt at accuracy to the source is important. In this attempt there is a clearcut way to determine whether or not the image is successful. The large-scale paintings
suffer in that they try to be too many things at once. They try to be equally abstraction
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and representation. They try to be overwhelming and at the same time austere. None of
these categories are mutually exclusive but they provide the conditions for an excuse no
matter what criticism might be leveled. They avoid decisions. The small-scale paintings
are decidedly representational. The reduced scale also serves to make them more
intimate and less overwhelming. The large-scale paintings tried to avoid meaning
implying, perhaps, that no meaning is possible. The small-scale paintings try to represent
a specific position through earnest and rigourous description. The small-scale
paintings—which have clear historical influences—try to avoid the problem of cynicism
that the large-scale paintings are an example of. In this way they succeed at working
within a mannerist tradition while avoiding one of its potential problems.
The three series discussed here are in line with what the rest of this thesis has tried
to define as the current terrain of contemporary painting. Schwabsky’s description of
contemporary painting as coming to terms with its own gratuitousness as well as the
analogy between the current moment and modernism compared to mannerism and the
Renaissance provides a broad way of working within painting—one that borrows from
the past in order to fulfill individually-defined ends. Working in this way has
consequences, however, of which, pastiche and cynicism are two that I have singled out.
But, these problems are not necessary conditions of a mannerist phase. Tomma Abts and
Gillian Carnegie display this by treating style in a rigourous and self-analytical way and
as an effect of concept and process and not simply as reference.
By speaking about my own work in this context I have tried to make the claim
that my practice is one that borrows from the past but is not derivative of it. All three
series are, to an extent, mannerist. In the case of the models and the small-scale
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paintings, the work tries also to avoid the traps of pastiche and cynicism. In this way, I
would contend that, my practice can be thought of as relevant to the contemporary
moment in painting and as having the potential for further development. As well, this
body of work is as an example of treating painting as gratuitous.
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